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IN MEMORIAM 
Abmad Salim Sacid& 
(1914-1991) 
On January 23, 1991, the remarkable historian of medieval Arabic mathematics, 
Professor Ahmad Salim Sacid& died in Amman, Jordan. Sa’idan was born in 1914 
into an Arabic family in Safad (Palestine). He was a student of the Arabic College 
in Jerusalem and the American University in Beirut, where he took the degree of 
Bachelor of Science in Mathematics in 1934. Beirut had a strong tradition of studies 
in the history of Arabic mathematics, and young Sacid& was attracted to this field. 
His investigations on Arabic mathematics later earned him a Ph.D. from Khartoum 
University. As Professor of Mathematics Sa’idan taught in Arabic colleges and 
universities in Palestine, Sudan, and Jordan. After his retirement in 1979, he 
became President of the University of Abu Dis in Jerusalem, but he was expelled 
by Israel in 1981. 
Sa’idan’s first well-known paper, “The Rasail of Biriini and Ibn Sinan: A re- 
arrangement,” appeared in Islamic Culture in 1960; see [ 196Ob] in the bibliography 
below. In this paper, he investigated the famous Bankipore manuscript containing 
many treatises of al-BirtWmi (973-1048) and his predecessors and contemporaries. 
In this manuscript, there had been confusion about the pagination of certain 
treatises by these scientists. In his investigation, Sa’idan not only straightened this 
out but also discovered an earlier unknown treatise of Ibn Sinan (908-946), 
Selected Problems (al-Ma&l al-mukhtara). 
Five years later in the same journal, Sacidan published “The development of 
Hindu-Arabic arithmetic” [ 19651, a study devoted to the history of Arabic arithme- 
tic with Arabic numerals (called by the Arabs “Indian”). In this paper, Sacidan 
published an English translation of part of an arithmetical treatise he discovered 
by the lOth-century Syrian mathematician Ahmad al-Uqlidisi, dealing with decimal 
fractions. Thus, Saqdan had found the first example in the history of mathematics 
of the application of decimal fractions, many centuries before Emmanuel Bonfils, 
Jamshid al-Kashi, and Simon Stevin. 
In 1966, Sa’idan published a paper in Isis on “The earliest extant Arabic arithme- 
tic, Kitab al-Fustil fl al-Hisab al-Hindi, of Abu Ahmad ibn Ibrahim al-Uqlidisi” 
[1966b]. This paper gave an analysis of the arithmetical treatise by al-Uqlidisi, 
Book of sections on Hindu arithmetic. A complete English translation appeared in 
[ 1978al. 
Among his other publications, Sacid& wrote the articles on the medieval Arabic 
mathematicians KiishyP al-J& al-Nasawi, al-Qalasadi, Ya%h al-Umawi, al-Uqli- 
disi, and al-Baghdadi for the Dictionary of Scientific Biography. 
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In 1974, Sacidan published an article in Isis, “The arithmetic of Abu’l-Wafa” 
[ 19743, devoted to the arithmetical treatise of the famous Baghdad mathematician 
and astronomer al-Biizjani (940-998). The complete Arabic text of this treatise, 
based on manuscripts held at Leiden University and the Cairo National Library, 
was edited by Sa’id&n in Amman in 1971 [1971a] together with an introduction, 
commentary, and ample references to the Arithmetic of al-Karaji (d. ca. 1030). 
The treatise of al-Biizjani is a very famous arithmetical text containing the only 
known instance of negative numbers called duyn or “debt.” 
At the conference devoted to the millennium of al-Binini held in Karachi, 
Pakistan in 1973, Saqdan lectured on “The trigonometry of al-Birtini” (published 
in [1979a]). Three years later, at the International Symposium for the History of 
Arabic Science, Sacidan spoke on “Number theory and series summation in two 
Arabic texts” (published in [1978c]). In 1977, he published the Cartography of al- 
Bir0ni [1977b] and the Treatise on Amicable Numbers by Thabit ibn Qurra 
(836-901) [1977a], and in 1978 he published “Theory of numerical triangles of Abti 
Jacfar al-Khazin,” a study on the theory of Pythagorean triples in the treatises of 
al-Khazin (d. ca. 965). 
Sacidan also edited the complete mathematical treatises of Ibn Sin&n, together 
with an introduction and commentary [ 1983aj. These treatises played an important 
role in the history of geometry since Ibn Sinan’s treatise On the mensuration of a 
parabola is the first in the history of mathematics to use a general affine transforma- 
tion of plane figures (polygons and segments of parabolas), and his treatise on the 
construction of conic sections is the first to employ a plane projective transforma- 
tion mapping a circle onto a hyperbola. 
My correspondence with Sacidan began when he was living in Khartoum and I 
was in Moscow. We often exchanged copies of Arabic manuscripts, printed texts, 
and our own publications. The death of Sa’idan is an enormous loss for historians 
of mathematics around the world. 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PUBLICATIONS OF AHMAD SALIM SA’fDAN 
(1914-1991) ON THE HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS AND ASTRONOMY 
IN ISLAMIC CIVILIZATION, AND LIST OF MEDIEVAL ARABIC TEXTS 
PUBLISHED BY HIM 
Compiled by Jan P. Hogendijk 
Many of the late Professor Sacid2n’s books and articles contain editions of 
medieval Arabic texts not only on arithmetic and algebra, but also on geometry 
and astronomy. Because a large number of these editions seem to be virtually 
unknown outside of the Arabic world, I have added to the bibliography a separate 
list of the sources which Professor Sacid2n edited, ordered chronologically accord- 
ing to author. Each source is identified by a translation of its title and a reference 
